
The Gospel According To Shrek – A Wedding Sermon

Who's seen Shrek?...

It's a brilliant cartoon film. And it has a lot to say about love.

So here, if you like, is “The Gospel According To Shrek”!

It starts in a swamp, with a big, ugly ogre, called Shrek. And he is on the toilet, 

reading a book of fairy tales:

“ '....And the pince found the princess, kissed her, and broke the enchantment. 

She woke up, and they were married, and they all lived happily ever after.' 

What a load of...” And in disgust and contempt, the ogre tears out the page, 

and uses it!

That does not seem a very promising start to a love story! Or to a wedding sermon! 

But the film never stops poking fun at Disney's, or Hollywood's, or anyone's, even our

own, misguided, fairy tale ideas about love.

The horrible ogre ends up being forced by a cowardly prince to go on a quest to find 

a princess, named Fiona, for the prince. Shrek, the ogre, has to be a surrogate 

prince. And everything goes wrong. The princess [catch the eye of the bride?] is also 

playing a game: to catch a prince! For she isn't everything she's cracked up to be. 

(None of us are!) She has a secret about herself that she dare not let anyone find 

out. (We all do.) The quest for the princess is to face up to who she truly is, and trust 

that others will not hate her, and even knowing all the truth about her, might still love 

her.

And the ogre [catch the eye of the groom?] isn't who we think he is at first sight 

either. He's not a two-dimensional cardboard cut-out monster. He has layers. He's a 

sensitive thing under the hard skin exterior! (Most men  are.) And on the way to hand 

the princess to the prince, the ugly ogre falls in love with the beautiful princess. And, 

surprisingly, the princess falls in love with the ugly ogre! 



But it's hopeless: neither knows what is going on in the heart of the other. So the 

ogre's quest is to have the belief that in himself that the beautiful princess can, and 

actually might, love him, an ugly ogre!

Interestingly, Shrek's intensely annoying jack-ass of a friend [catch the eye of the 

best man?], can see exactly what is going on, and decides to “help”.

How will it turn out when the princess and the ogre discover the truth each is hiding 

from other? Despite this nail biting build up, will it still end happy ever after? Or sad? 

Stomach churning and unbelievable Hollywood fairy tale naff? Or true-to-life, gritty 

and honest? If you haven't seen the film, do. 

For real life does bring disappointments. Like Paul writing to a the small community 

of Christians in the cosmopolitan big city of Corinth: because they were not being 

patient or kind towards one another. They were being envious, boastful, arrogant, 

and rude to each other! 

And real life is gritty, surprising, and it brings painfully honest moments of realisation. 

And often, like an England football or cricket team, we can snatch defeat from the 

jaws of victory. Or, when we believe and know that we have messed up, some one 

we have hurt can sometimes offer us an undeserved lifeline of hope. Not in denial of 

the mess and pain we have caused, but despite it, and through it.

So Paul writes to inspire these selfish people to live up to their highest potential: love 

that costs everything, regardless of what others do with it, is the most excellent way! 

It is the way of Christ. The way of the Cross. The only way to resurrection. All other 

ways are promising short-cuts, but they all end up as dead ends. 

Crucially, the future does not have to be trapped by the past. That is what the 

Gospel, the Good News, of God in Jesus Christ is all about: the future does not have 

to be trapped by the past. Because, amazingly, this “nutter”, Jesus, trusted God so 

much, and in the long term trusted his waste-of-time, dodgy friends so much, that he 

went on loving everyone: so-called friends, and sworn-enemies alike, all the way to a 

horrible death, by excruciating execution, on a miserable Friday...



...

And then, at the end of the film, with the credits finished, and everyone has left, apart

from a few women come to clean up, there's this totally unexpected out-take: 

On Sunday, Jesus' tomb... is empty! He has been executed. But, impossibly, Jesus 

meets his useless friends! Jesus is “risen”! (What ever that means?)

What it means is that Jesus is alive! Jesus is back! Jesus is!

What it means is that love transcends death!

What it means is that Jesus was right to trust God all along! 

What it means is that Jesus was right to trust that his useless friends could trust God 

as much as he did! 

What it means is that what underpins real life, all of it, is not force, or dogma, or 

selfishness, but grace: undeserved love, 

given freely, 

what ever the cost.

In the sometimes awful mess of real life, the love that you offer to another, can free 

up un-hoped for possibilities. 

For True Love, love from God, that cost Jesus everything: God's Spirit offers freely to

you and me, without any conditions, especially when we deserve the opposite! 

And this True Love, the foundation of the Universe, is the only thing that can free up 

un-hoped for possibilities!

Bride and Groom, 

Husband and Wife:

___________ and _____________, 

may this Love, 

and nothing less, 

be at the heart of all your married life together. 

AMEN!
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